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Remote Performance Monitor and GC Heap Viewer provides real time counter data (ranging from Garbage Collector activity to
type loading info) on a running NETCF application. The GC Heap Viewer feature allows you to capture the managed heap at
any moment your app is running to view live references, and allows you to compare multiple snapshots to find memory leak
issues. NETCF CLR Profiler allows you to profile an NETCF app by instrumenting all allocations. This makes it easy to find
and diagnose memory problems caused by reference cycles, memory leaks and memory fragmentation. App Configuration Tool
(NetCFcfg.exe) allows you to specify what version of the NETCF runtime an application will run against, displaying installed
versions of NETCF and displaying info about DLLs in the GAC. NETCF ServiceModel Metadata Tool allows you to generate a
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) client proxy to help developers consume WCF services on device. Like
svcutil.exe, which is the desktop version of the utility, netcfsvcutil.exe is a command-line tool that generates service model code
from metadata documents and generates metadata documents from service model code. Remote Logging Configuration Tool
allows you to easily configure logging options on a NETCF device including: loader, interop, network, error and finalizer logs.
NETCF Network Log Viewer allows you to view NETCF network log data. More information is available at the following links:
Nice Tool for.Net CF Version 3.5 7/17/2009 Eric Penney I am running a 3.5 version app on my xbox 360. Mark Lutz Power
Toys for.NET Compact Framework 3.5 7/17/2009 Cameron Thank you for making this available! Thank you! Craig
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The KEYMACRO utility provides the ability to export MAC keys used by many mobile platform security protocols. This allows
the developer to deploy a MAC key to their mobile application without requiring the user to install the latest version of the
operating system. The tool is also compatible with the Windows Mobile platform. NETCF Debug Tools for Visual Studio Contains a set of libraries and tools that make it easy to debug and profile applications for the NETCF 3.5 Compact Framework.
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The NETCF Debug Tools for Visual Studio allow developers to hook and trace functions, and collect custom data from the
running application. NETCF 3.5 Debugging and Profiling Tools for Visual Studio - Provides detailed information about the
timing, memory and GC activity for a running application. The tools are very useful for debugging.NET Compact Framework
3.5 applications. .NET Framework 3.5 Libraries The.NET Framework 3.5 library contains several essential components that are
required to create applications for the NETCF 3.5 Compact Framework. NET Framework 3.5 Code Pack The.NET Framework
3.5 Code Pack contains the.NET Framework 3.5 runtime libraries. NETCF 3.5.1 SDK The.NET Compact Framework 3.5.1
SDK includes the complete developer tools required to create applications for the.NET Compact Framework 3.5.1. NOTES
The.NET Framework 3.5.NET Compact Framework 3.5 SDK may be downloaded from the Microsoft Download Center.
The.NET Compact Framework 3.5 SDK is available only on Windows XP or Windows Server 2003. To download the.NET
Framework 3.5 SDK, click the link below. The.NET Compact Framework 3.5 Developer Tools may be downloaded from the
Microsoft Download Center. The.NET Compact Framework 3.5 Developer Tools are available for download on the Windows
XP/Server 2003 operating systems only. SEE ALSO Read the following sections for additional information: Compact
Framework Libraries (Windows Mobile) The.NET Compact Framework SDK allows you to build Windows Mobile applications
for any device that runs Windows Mobile 6.5 (WinMo 6.5) or newer. It contains the necessary tools to develop Windows Mobile
applications that run on the following mobile platforms: Windows CE, Pocket PC, Smartphone, RIM, Symbian and Windows
Mobile. Compact Framework Libraries (Windows CE) The.NET Compact Framework SDK allows you to build Windows CE
applications for any device that runs Windows CE 3.5. It contains the necessary 1d6a3396d6
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NetCF 3.5 is a completely new framework based on.NET Compact Framework 2.0. The new framework is designed to fit into
the mobile paradigm. The Framework includes native code services as well as managed code, which makes it possible to create
Windows CE programs that can run on a wide variety of platforms. The complete system integration is accomplished through a
consistent set of API, and the system enables you to develop applications in C#, Visual Basic, and Visual C++. System
Requirements: .NET Compact Framework 3.5: Minimum:.NET Compact Framework 3.5 SP1, Windows XP SP2, Windows
2003 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows RT 8.1. Windows XP SP3, Windows
2008 SP2, Windows 8.1. Windows Vista SP3, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows RT 8. .NET Compact Framework 3.5
SP1: Minimum:.NET Compact Framework 3.5 SP1, Windows XP SP2, Windows 2003 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7
SP1, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows RT 8.1. Windows XP SP3, Windows 2008 SP2, Windows 8.1. Windows Vista SP3,
Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows RT 8. .NET Compact Framework 3.5 SP1 for Windows Embedded Compact 6.0:
Minimum:.NET Compact Framework 3.5 SP1, Windows XP SP2, Windows 2003 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows RT 8.1. Windows XP SP3, Windows 2008 SP2, Windows 8.1. Windows Vista SP3,
Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows RT 8. .NET Compact Framework 3.5 SP1 for Windows Mobile 6.5: Minimum:.NET
Compact Framework 3.5 SP1, Windows XP SP2, Windows 2003 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1, Windows RT 8.1. Windows XP SP3, Windows 2008 SP2, Windows 8.1. Windows Vista SP3, Windows 7 SP1,
Windows 8, Windows RT 8. .NET Compact Framework 3.5 SP1 for Windows Embedded Compact 7.0: Minimum:.NET
Compact Framework 3.5 SP1, Windows XP SP2, Windows 2003 SP1,

What's New in the?
Remote Performance Monitor and GC Heap Viewer includes the following features: Shows real time counters of GC activity,
thread (request, activity, object) start/end events, object allocation/deallocation, file and database operations, and the low and
high water marks for each counter. It provides information for all of the available counters, both by process and for the entire
device. Provides real time heap snapshot data, so you can view the managed heap at any moment your application is running.
This feature also provides the ability to snapshot both the entire managed heap and individual objects on demand. This feature
also provides the ability to quickly and easily search the snapshots for specific managed objects. Provides a user interface for
configuring the performance counters, viewing the available data, and for easily comparing multiple snapshot data. Provides an
interface for capturing the managed heap to analyze and monitor the application over time. Provides a view of the target
process’ address space, and of the target process’ managed and native dlls. Closes the gap between device development tools and
performance analysis tools by providing real time performance data which can be exported to Excel and used to explore and
understand the low-level performance issues that you may be experiencing. NETCF CLR Profiler is an instrumenting allocation
profiler for NETCF applications. It provides detailed allocation visualizations, allocation callstacks visualizations, memory leak
problems and other useful for diagnosing memory management issues. App Configuration Tool (NetCFcfg.exe) is a device tool
that helps you specify what version of the NETCF runtime an application will run against, and it displays installed versions of
the NETCF and displays information about DLLs in the GAC. NETCF ServiceModel Metadata Tool is a utility for generating
WCF client proxy code to help developers consume WCF services on device. It allows you to generate service model code from
metadata documents and allows you to generate metadata documents from service model code. Remote Logging Configuration
Tool provides users with the ability to easily configure logging options on a NETCF device including: loader, interop, network,
error and finalizer logs. NETCF Network Log Viewer is a utility for viewing NETCF network log data. This article will show
how to use the performance instrumentation tool to monitor the performance of the.NET Compact Framework 3.5 applications
on devices. The process of evaluating the performance of an application is an important step for device development. The
Power Toys for.NET Compact Framework 3.5 includes the Remote Performance Monitor and GC Heap Viewer (see Figure 1).
This tool provides real time counter data and heap snapshot data that allows you to see the current status of the managed heap of
an application. This tool also provides real time information about GC activity and thread activity. Figure 1. Remote
Performance Monitor and GC Heap Viewer To open the tool, you need
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System Requirements For Power Toys For .NET Compact Framework 3.5:
PlayStation®3 (DVD) and PlayStation®Vita (readily available at retail stores) required for play. Windows® PC and
Macintosh® computer compatible with DVD drive required for installation. Cable television or PlayStation®Network required
for PlayStation®Network connectivity; Internet connection required for gameplay and Internet authentication. Specific game
description subject to change. 1 player Network Players 2-8 are supported for multiplayer modes 1080p (Full-Frame Rate) /
720p (Full-Frame Rate) Output Supported
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